Scan and See How the All-In-One Chef Center will Change the Way You Entertain
A Sink that Really Works. A Workspace that Really Entertains.

A Foundation for Celebration.
For those who are truly inspired by cuisine, the kitchen is the center of your home. And the center of the kitchen is the where you work, share, and entertain. Franke brings open-concept and multi-functional living to the most basic necessity in your kitchen: the sink. It’s a space where it all comes together for you and your guests.

Seamless workflows, from prep to cook to clean. Unobstructed surfaces and smart layouts, optimized for entertaining. A complete kitchen solution, with a sink that makes sense, exactly where you need it, built for the way professionals work.
HEART OF the home

The Chef Center is an entirely new concept that transforms the sink into the heart of the kitchen, and the kitchen into the heart of the home. Thoughtfully designed and engineered in Switzerland, the Chef Center enhances entertaining, maximizes creativity, and simplifies cleanup as a complete kitchen solution with every accessory integrated.
A space where it all comes together.
Professionals need seamlessly flowing workspaces. The Chef Center allows you to transition easily and instantaneously from prep to rinse to clean to compost, all with ergonomic efficiency and style.
**Prepare**

The Chef Center gives you the power of a beautifully designed sink system. With an under-mount sink available in two sizes, signature integrated ledge, and expandable countertop workspace, the Chef Center makes fun and functionality go hand-in-hand. And everything is right at hand: a removable glass cutting board moves scraps into the integrated composting bin, a storage bin keeps surfaces free from tools, and an adjustable grid creates even more workspace when you need it.

**Removable Compost Bin**
Made from antimicrobial material to reduce odors. Convenient handle lets you remove the compost bin and use the storage area as a wine bucket for entertaining. Built-in drain system.

**Storage Bin**
Storage bin is a great place to store all your preparing or cleaning tools. Also doubles as a condiment storage for your beverages when you turn your chef center into an entertainment center. Built-in drain system.

**Removable Glass Cutting Board**
Cutting board slides easily across the ledge of the sink to move food scraps into composting bin. The removable self-healing cutting mat is the perfect surface for slicing and dicing. Dishwasher safe.

**Multi-level Sink Grid**
Sink grid raises to sit up on patented integral ledge system creating a higher level workspace. Expands your workspace when you prep, rinse and clean.

**Colander (not shown)**
Fits on ledge of sink making it perfect for rinsing or draining vegetables, fruit and pasta.
A space where it all cleans up.
Elevating your experience by raising the work level, the Chef Center provides an ergonomic experience that makes cleaning simple and more efficient. With its massive, single-bowl sink, the Chef Center makes cleaning large cookware incredibly easy.
Clean

The Chef Center’s wide basin accommodates large pots and pans easily. Custom accessories lay flat on the sink ledge, sliding from side to side with ease. Handcrafted from premium-quality 18-gauge stainless steel, the Chef Center also features superior sound absorption to significantly reduce disposal and dishwashing noise.

A

Drain Board

Generously sized and features a sloped design that fits over the edge of the sink to direct water back into the sink, keeping your countertop dry.

B

Roller Mat

A truly innovative and practical accessory designed for any kitchen task, including drying dishes and stemware. The dishwasher safe, non-realted mat allows air to flow under your dishes to help dry your items faster.

C

Storage Bin

Keep your sink area neat and tidy and store your cleaning items in this self-draining, convenient storage bin. The concealed storage area does not take up valuable counter space and keeps your countertop clean.

D

Large Single Bowl

The extra room of this large sink will make washing larger items easier, lay a cookie sheet or roasting pan entirely flat on the bottom of the sink for soaking and cleaning.
A space that becomes the center of the party. As an extension of your countertop, the Chef Center doesn’t just create more space, it creates a sense of place where everyone can celebrate and enjoy your cuisine together. No matter the size of the kitchen, the Chef Center makes entertaining effortless.
Entertain

The Chef Center is reinventing how homeowners think about and use their sinks. As the center of the action, this is where entertainment and preparation become an interactive affair. Cutting boards become serving boards. Your sink transforms into an entertainment space where everyone feels at home.

Glass Cutting Board
The tempered glass cutting board doubles as a serving tray or cheese board for entertaining. Resists stains and odors and is dishwasher safe.

Stainless Steel Drain Board
Turns your drain board into a beautiful stainless steel serving board. The board nestles onto the ledge of the sink, creating a continuous flow of the countertop.

Roller Mat
Constructed of stainless steel rods. Use the roller mat to protect your kitchen countertop or table from hot pots and pans.

Storage Bins
Turn your kitchen sink into a home bar. Self-draining bins are perfect to be used as an ice bucket and for storing garnishes and condiments.

Seamless Spaces
The Chef Center essentially makes the sink disappear when not needed, extending your countertop and providing space for giving your guests a great experience.
Complete Kitchen Solutions

The Franke spirit of creation and improvisation extends to the final design of your own chef’s center, customizable with useful extras and wonderful add-ons that make it work for you, your creations, and your guests.

**SPECIFICATIONS**

**CUX11018-W $2,299**
- Interior: 16 ⅛” L x 18 ⅛” W x 9” D
- Exterior: 18 ⅞” L x 28 ⅛” W
- Minimum Cabinet Size: 33”
- Integral Ledge

**CUX11024-W $2,499**
- Interior: 16 ⅛” L x 23 ⅝” W x 9” D
- Exterior: 18 ⅞” L x 33 ⅝” W
- Minimum Cabinet Size: 36”
- Integral Ledge

**INCLUDED ACCESSORIES**

- **A** Drain Board
- **B** Colander
- **C** Multi-Level Grid
- **D** Glass Cutting Board
- **E** Removable Compost Bin
- **F** Storage Bin (Built-in)
- **G** Roller Mat
- **H** Square Drain Cover

**CHEF CENTER 16 Gauge Stainless Steel**

The Chef Center puts you at the center of it all with truly integrated all-in-one design. As a total kitchen solution, the Franke Chef Center includes all accessories necessary—everything needed to prepare, entertain, nourish, and competently clean.

**OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES**

- **1** MasterChef Faucet
- **2** Filter Canister & Filters
- **3** In-Sink Waste Disposer
- **4** Pop-Up Strainer
- **5** Chiller & Heat Tank
- **6** Filtration Faucets

**52.29W**
- MasterChef Faucet
- The statuesque 24” MasterChef is the perfect companion for the Chef Center. Pull down dual spray head extends 8” to 10”.

**Filter Canister & Filters**
- Franke filtration systems improve the taste, odor and color of water found in your home by removing harmful organic particles and chemicals such as chlorine, chloramine, and lead.

**In-Sink Waste Disposer**
- Franke’s state-of-the-art waste disposers are energy efficient and environmentally friendly.

**Pop-Up Strainer**
- Drain your sink from the deck with a pop-up or twist strainer.

**Chiller & Heat Tank**
- Heat or chill your water for instant hot or cold filtered water right out of your filtration faucet.